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G.F.S.V. Pharmaciae Sacrum’s Privacy Policy
This page was last updated on 22 October 2018.
We are aware that you are placing your trust in us when providing your details. We therefore see it as our
responsibility to protect your privacy. On this page you can find out about the type of data we collect when you use
our website, why we collect this data and how we use it to improve your user experience. This way, you will
understand exactly how we work.
This privacy policy applies to the services of G.F.S.V. Pharmaciae Sacrum. You should be aware that G.F.S.V.
Pharmaciae Sacrum is not responsible for the privacy policies of other sites and sources. By using this website you
indicate your acceptance of the privacy policy.
G.F.S.V. Pharmaciae Sacrum respects the privacy of all users of its site and ensures that the personal information
you provide is treated confidentially.

Use of our services

When you register for one of our services, we ask you to provide personal information. We then use this data to
render this service. The data is stored on G.F.S.V. Pharmaciae Sacrum’s own secure servers and by our webhost
Congressus. We will not combine this data with other personal data we have at our disposal. You are requested to
provide the following personal information during the registration process:
-

First name
Initials
Surname
Student number
Date of birth
Address details
E-mail address
Gender
Mobile phone number
Home phone number
Photo
Bank account number
SEPA direct debit mandate

This data is used for the membership database and the annual almanac. The membership database can only be
accessed by entering login details on the Pharmaciae Sacrum website. When processing registrations for various
activities, Pharmaciae Sacrum is entitled to share this information with the relevant committee. All committee
members must sign a confidentiality agreement (see Appendix 1). When registering for some activities, additional
information may be requested, such as food allergies for dinners or insurance details for trips and longer activities.
The Board of G.F.S.V. Pharmaciae Sacrum does not allow the collection of unnecessary data.

Communication

When you send us email or other messages, we may retain those emails and/or messages. Sometimes we ask you to
provide personal information that is relevant to the situation in question. This enables us to answer your questions
and handle your requests. The data is stored on G.F.S.V. Pharmaciae Sacrum’s own secure servers as well as on
KPN’s online back-up system. We will not combine this data with other personal data we have at our disposal.
G.F.S.V. Pharmaciae Sacrum reserves the right to contact you to provide information from and about G.F.S.V.
Pharmaciae Sacrum. This may include the weekly members’ email or additional information about activities.

Cookies

We collect data for research purposes in order to gain a better understanding of our customers, so that we can tailor
our services accordingly.
This website uses "cookies" (text files placed on your computer) so that we can analyse how people are using the site.
The information generated by the cookie about your use of the website may be transferred to G.F.S.V. Pharmaciae
Sacrum’s own secure servers or those of a third party. We use this information to track how you use the website, to
compile reports on website activity and to provide other services relating to website activity and internet usage.

Purpose
We do not collect or use any information for purposes other than those described in the G.F.S.V. Pharmaciae
Sacrum Articles of Association, Internal Regulations and this Privacy Policy, unless we have obtained your prior
consent.

Third parties

The data is shared with third parties as little as possible. In some cases it will be necessary to share the data with
external parties, with whom processing agreements will be signed. For example, data may be shared with the relevant
committee members who are organizing an activity.
In addition, personal data are used for the annual almanac, the four association magazines and behind the secure part
of the website. This involves sharing names, address details, dates of birth, cohorts and profile pictures. If you object
to the use of this information, you can indicate this on the registration form or report it to the Board of G.F.S.V.
Pharmaciae Sacrum. Of course, these data will then not be used for this purpose.
You can also give us your permission to forward your e-mail address to the Royal Dutch Pharmaceutical Students
Association (K.N.P.S.V.). They will use this e-mail address to share information about the K.N.P.S.V.

Changes
This privacy policy is based on the use of and options on our website and on the association as a whole. Any
adjustments and/or changes to this site or to the policy of the association may lead to changes in this privacy policy.
We therefore recommend that you consult this privacy policy regularly.

Options for personal data

All visitors have the opportunity to view, change or delete all personal data that has been provided to us. Visitors can
change their data via the Pharmaciae Sacrum website or by sending an e-mail to bestuur@psgroningen.nl.

Submitting requests to change/delete data
If you would like to change your details or have your data removed from our files, please contact us (contact details
below). You can also make changes to the data you wish to publish by editing your own personal data on the
Pharmaciae Sacrum website. If you submit a request to change your data, the Board will strive to process this request
within two weeks, with the exception of the holiday periods. If you inform us that you no longer wish to be a
member of our association, this will be processed within one academic year. If you delete all your personal data, it is
no longer possible to be a member of G.F.S.V. Pharmaciae Sacrum, and your membership will be terminated.

Securing personal data

Securing your personal data is a task that G.F.S.V. Pharmaciae Sacrum takes very seriously. As such, login details will
always be required to access certain areas of the site and only pharmacy students can become members of the
association. The Board will ensure that your data is not misused. Data is stored on a hard disk, which is secured in a
locked cabinet. In the event of a change of Board, former Board members will no longer have access to the area,
with the exception of the previous Board and the Audit Committee. If you have any questions or suggestions
regarding the security of personal data, please contact the Board of G.F.S.V. Pharmaciae Sacrum.

Turning off cookies
Most browsers are set to accept cookies by default, but you can change your browser settings to block all cookies or
to send a notification when a website is trying to send a cookie. However, some features and services on our and
other websites may not function properly if cookies are disabled in your browser.

Questions and feedback

We regularly review our compliance with this privacy policy. If you do not agree with the privacy policy and cannot
come to an agreement with us, you have the right to contact the Dutch Data Protection Authority (Autoriteit
Persoonsgegevens). If you have any questions about this privacy policy, please contact us:
G.F.S.V. Pharmaciae Sacrum
Antonius Deusinglaan 1
+31 (0)50 363 3314
bestuur@psgroningen.nl

